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Evaporation of a liquid foam

Made of liquid and gas, liquid foams are complex fluids whose structural, rheophysical and 
physicochemical properties derive from the diversity of length scales involved, from 
surfactant molecules to bubble assemblies. They are present in our daily lives, particularly 
in detergents and cosmetics. Stability control is crucial in these applications, but the 
mechanisms driving stability are not yet fully understood. Among the factors influencing 
lifetime, evaporation is an essential phenomenon. Firstly, it induces thinning of the films, 
increasing their fragility. Secondly, the enthalpy of vaporization cools the film by several 
degrees Celsius [1,2]. This temperature drop probably has implications for stability that 
have yet to be determined. Furthermore, the physical-chemistry influences stability under 
the evaporation regime [3], whereas it has no effect in the absence of evaporation, 
demonstrating the existence of complex mechanisms associated with evaporation.

We propose to explore these questions by first determining the relationship between the 
destruction of soap films on the surface of a foam and the rate of evaporation. To this end, 
we will work on a controlled experiment in which a stationary state is obtained by 
continuously generating foam that reaches an equilibrium height.
The approach will involve a combination of image analysis, electrical conductivity 
measurements of the foam's liquid fraction, and 
temperature measurements.

The aim of this internship, which may be continued as a 
PhD thesis, is to address the following questions:
- How does evaporation modify the liquid fraction in 
foam?
- What criterion can be used to describe the rupture of 
films forming the surface of a foam?
- Does physical chemistry play a role in this criterion?
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